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Abstract: An Image plays an important role in human life and it consumes more storage space than other formats. 

Hence, the need for cloud storage outsourcing is demanded. Privacy of users and image transfer in network is a main 

concern. To ensure user privacy, a keyword based technique is introduced to provide uniqueness for the users and 

their images and security of images during transfer is maintained using cryptography techniques. The search 

efficiency is enhanced by locality-sensitive hashing index table construction. And furthermore, the illegal 

publication of user images is traced with the help of watermark-based protocol. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Cryptography 

Cryptography is the study of techniques for secure 

communication and its application in the presence of 

third parties. In day-to-day life, encryption is an 

important tool in many areas of engineering, medicine, 

communication, image and video processing. Hence the 

security of digital images has become important due to 

the rapid development on the internet and the digital 

world. Encryption techniques used for images covert 

the images into another one that is harder to understand 

and completely non-accessible for the third party. And 

during decryption the original images are retrieved. 

 

B.  Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) 

 

The steps involved in RSA double key image 

encryption algorithm is described below: 

 

 Select two prime numbers p and q. (prime number 

is a number divisible only by that number and 1)  

 Calculate N value, by multiplying p and q.  

 Note ø(N)=(p-1)(q-1)  

 Selecting at random encryption key e, where 

1<e<ø(N), gcd(e,ø(N))=1  

 Solve the following equation to find decryption key 

d, e.d=1 mod ø(N) and 0≤d≤N  

 Publish their public encryption key: KU={e,N}  

 Keep secret private decryption key: KR={d,p,q}  

 From the sender side, to provide the authentication 

we use the key as ep, it can be calculated as the 

form similar to the calculation of e, like ep.dp=1 

mod ø(N) and 0≤d≤N.  

 The receiver side we provide the authentication by 

using the private key as dp, by randomly.  

 

Contribution – This paper protects the privacy of image 

users and security for images both during storage and 

access against curious outsiders. The main contributions 

are listed as follows: 

 

 User Data’s are collected by the administrator  with 

a keyword(like a nick name) and generates an Id 

with the keyword given and concatenates the 

keyword with the user image name .Sends the 

result of concatenation and UID  to the user. 

 An index table is created with the UID and the user 

images with the names after concatenation.  

 

 Administrator stores the index table and the 

encrypted database in a cloud server. The cloud 

server.  
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 The user searches for a particular image with the 

name after concatenation and the UID in encrypted 

form.  

 The Watermark is added to the user image with 

his/her unique watermark bits.  

 The user decrypts the image using the private key, 

a watermarked original image is obtained.  

 

The rest of this paper is framed as follows. Section II 

introduces the related works. Section III gives a brief 

introduction to the system model, threat model, and 

design goals. The Proposed scheme is explained in 

Section IV. Section V gives conclusions. 

 

2. RELATED WORKS  

Secure trapdoor generation without leaking content of 

the user data is described by developing the fine-

grained multi-keyword search schemes over encrypted 

cloud knowledge[5], [7]. A survey and review on 

keyword based search techniques used in cloud 

discusses about the various techniques available and it’s 

working [10], [11]. 

A searchable encryption scheme enables the users 

to search over an encrypted image collections. A plenty 

of methods have been proposed under various threat 

models to achieve the search functionalities, like 

similarity search [18] [20], dynamic search [21], [22]. 

However, some of these schemes are feasible to 

retrieval of an image. 

A two factor authentication for enhancing security 

of users by generating one time password [16] is 

explained by Neha Vishwakarma and Kopal Gangrade. 

The watermarking techniques have been widely 

discussed in buyer – seller scenarios [23] – [26]. 

The security of images during transfer is enhanced 

with the concept of splitting [12] – [15] the whole 

image into chunks as referred as segmentation. The 

conversion of original image into hidden format (i.e. 

cipher image) is chosen with the comparison and survey 

[1], [6], [9] and [17] among different varieties of 

encryption [3] algorithms in cryptography. 

 

3.PROBLEM FORMULATION  

3.1System model  

The system model proposed in this paper consists of 

seven different entities:the image user, the 

administrator, cloud server, OTP generator, Watermark 

Certificate Authority(WCA) and image refinement, as 

explained in Fig.1. 

Image User wants to outsource his collection of n 

images, i.e., M = { m1,m2,m3,..., mn }, to the cloud 

server hence he registers to an administrator with an 

unique keyword. 

Image Administrator – Collects user information 

and generates UID with user given keyword and 

encrypts his images after renaming Image and creates 

index table using encrypted data’s to enhance search 

efficiency. Administrator sends user data to cloud 

server. Administrator sends User ID to Watermark 

Certificate Authority. 

Cloud Server - Stores administrator data and 

searching is carried out based on user request. 

Watermark Certificate   Authority   (WCA)   -   

Itsresponsibility is to generate watermarks for the 

authorized users and executes adjudication through the 

extraction algorithm. 

 
 

Figure 1: Framework of the keyword based 

user privacy-preservation and copy-deterrence 

scheme for image retrieval 

 

3.2Threat model 

In our scheme, the administrator, image users, and 

cloud server could provoke security complications. In 

this proposal, three security problems are mainly 

considered. 

User privacy - The user access means can be 

obtained and used by an unauthorized person. Thus, the 

user privacy has to be maintained properly. 

Data privacy - The cloud server keeps and analyzes 

the data communication so as to access fragile 

information. Thus, the privacy of image and trapdoors 

needs to be properly protected. 
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Copyright - The illegal distribution of images has to 

be determined and preserved. 

 

3.3 Design goals 

Efficiency – The use of linear search scheme is a 

bit inefficient and computationally impractical for a 

massive database. The proposed approach aims to attain 

a better efficiency than linear approach by developing 

encrypted index table. 

Security - Based on the threat model, the security 

requirements are achieved in the proposed scheme by 

the following: 

User privacy – The user registration information or 

his keyword needs to be kept unknown to the cloud 

server. 

Data privacy - The image content and the trapdoor 

information have to be kept unknown to the cloud 

server. 

Copyright – The watermark based protocol needs to 

be able to depict the illegal distribution. 

 

4. THE PROPOSED SCHEME 

4.1User Registration 

Register’s to the administrator along with the 

keyword and their images. The keyword the user gives 

is checked with the administrator database for any 

existence and is processed. Fig.2. illustrates the details 

given by the user for registration. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: User registration details 

 

4.2 UID generation 

A pseudo random number is generated and is 

concatenated with the keyword given by the user.A 

pseudorandom number generator is an  algorithm which 

is used for the generation a sequence of numbers. The 

pseudorandom number sequence generated will not be 

truly  random, because it is completely determined by a 

small set of initial values, called seed. For instance, the 

Fig.3 represents the pseudo random number generated 

for UIDGEN. Fig.4 represents the keyword given by 

the user. 

 

 

Figure 3: Pseudo Random Number generated 

 

 

Figure 4: Keyword given by the user 

 

The final UID generated by the concatenation 

process is represented in Fig.5. 

 

Figure 5:  Generated UID 

 

4.3 Administrator 

The user data’s given for registration is stored in 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random
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administrator database which will resemble as shown in 

Fig.6. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: User details in database 

 

4.4 Image Renaming 

The image name is concatenated with the user given 

keyword so that the user and data privacy can be 

achieved efficiently.Table.1 represents the image 

renaming process. 

 

Table.1 Image renaming representation 

 

IMAGE NAME  IMG_2649 

  

KEYWORD  PAV 

  

RENAMING 

IMAGE  PAVIMG_2649 

  

 

The user will already know the image renaming 

process, it is carried out as an important process by the 

administrator for privacy concern. 

 

4.5 Index generation 

The administrator generates an index table with the help 

of Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) technique. In LSH 

technique, hashes the input items so that the items 

which are similar can be mapped together in a single 

bucket. This technique is more in common with 

clustering and search based on nearest neighbor 

method. A hash function family H 

 

= { h : T → V } is known as (c,cr,p1,p2) sensitive, 

when p1> p2. 

Based on the name of the images and the UID, the 

index table is generated. Sample Index table is shown  

in Table.2. Bucket creation which is carried out with 

the help of clustering and is carried out by using 

“Specific Keywords”. 

 

 

Table 2: Bucket creation using LSH technique 

 

 

4.6 Encryption of user data 

The Double RSA approach is used to convert the 

original data into a cipher data, where the content is 

hidden from being accessed. The encryption by the 

administrator is done with the private key (x) and 

public key (xp). 

 

H = M
x
 mod N           ( 1 ) 

E = H
xp

 mod N           ( 2 ) 

 

The equations (1) and (2) can be combined and written 

as, 

 

E = ( M
x
 mod N )

xp
 mod N ( 3 ) 

 

Where H denotes the cipher data, M denotes the 

message to be encrypted, N = pq, E is the encrypted 

image, x denotes sender’s private key, xp denotes 

sender’s public key. The public key is sent to the user 

to generate his own private key. 

 

4.7Trapdoor generation 

The receiver can generate his own private key ( y ) 

with the help of sender’s public key ( yp ). 

 

 

M = E
y
 mod N          ( 4 ) 

D = M
yp

 mod N          ( 5 ) 

UID  IMAGES  

    

PAV PAV PAV PAV 

77475 IMG_2649 IMG_1826 IMG_2089 

    

BHA BHA BHA BHA 

76073 ROSE IMG_765 1234 
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The equations ( 4 ) and ( 5 ) can be combined and 

written as, 

 

D = ( Ey mod N)yp mod N ( 6 ) 

 

Hence with the help of generated private key, the 

UID and the image name (i.e. renamed image name) 

is encrypted using this private key. The user request is 

carried out with encrypted names (EUID , EIQ). 

H. User side 

Finally, the received image is decrypted by using 

private key generated by the user and the original 

image along with the watermark is obtained. 

 

 

4.8 Watermark-based protocol  

In the embedding process, the watermark bits generated 

are embedded into the least-significant bit (LSB) of the 

image. 

If an unauthorized copy of image is found, the 

image owner will submit both the unauthorized copy 

and the corresponding original version to WCA which 

then extracts the watermark by WatermarkExtra. 

The extracted watermark is used to identify the 

illegal user. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The security of images is maintained by encryption 

with the help of Double RSA techniques. The use of 

Keyword based User image access scheme enhances 

user privacy. Search efficiency is attained as the index 

table is generated using Locality sensitive Hashing 

technique. The illegal distribution of images is 

determined as watermark based protocol is used. 

Overall, the images and their contents are secure against 

cryptography attacks. The privacy of images, users, and 

copyright for images are highly achieved. 

As future work, there are still some aspects could 

be improved. Firstly, the image access can be 

enhanced further to a higher level. Secondly, the 

watermarking technique can be framed to better 

capacity. 
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